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Test Update: Magnetic cell sorting of CD138-positive 
myeloma plasma cells in patients with B-cell plasma 
cell neoplasms

Plasma cell neoplasms (M-GUS/ plasmocytoma/ mul-
tiple myeloma/ plasma cell myeloma) are B-cell neo-
plasias that result from the expansion of an immuno-
globulin-secreting, heavy-chain-class-switched, ter-
minally differentiated B-cell clone in the bone marrow 
(1). Due to the dedifferentiation of the plasma cells, 
cytogenetic analysis of metaphase chromosomes is 
difficult, and we therefore recommend additional fluo-
rescence in-situ hybridization (FISH) on interphase 
cells to detect clonal aberrations. 

Depending on the type of the plasma cell neoplasia 
and the position of the bone marrow puncture, the 
percentage of plasma cells in bone marrow aspirates 
varies from mildly elevated to over 90%. Therefore, 
enrichment of these cells is necessary and crucial for 
a meaningful test result. 

Plasma cell myelomas typically express CD138 and 
CD38 and are nearly always CD19-negative. With an-
tibody complexes recognizing CD138 (labeled with 
magnetic particles), plasma cells are isolated from the 
bone marrow aspirate (= magnetic cell sorting/
MACS). FISH on these specifically sorted plasma cells 
then allows accurate and fast detection of the most 
important prognostic chromosomal aberrations in pa-
tients with M-GUS/ plasmocytoma/ multiple 
myeloma.

For performing FISH and MACS in M-GUS/ plasmocy-
toma/ multiple myeloma patients in addition to con-
ventional cytogenetics, please provide us with 10 ml 
of heparinized bone marrow aspirate.

The cost of magnetic separation of CD138-positive 
plasma cells is € 150 (in addition to the conventional 
cytogenetic and FISH analyses). 

Please do not hesitate to contact us via the internatio-
nal support email address (int.support@bioscientia.
com), if you have further questions. 
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